I saw the light:
It was one day it was in a dream
Everywhere forms and darkness
And where I looked I saw nothing
Only faint and blindness
Wicked in my head
I could hear
Expected desperation
This well known fear

I saw the light and turned back to dark
I saw the light and turned back to dark

I flew through the mind
With jesus next to me and he said
Man you should be kind to you
Then you’re going to see.

He saw the light and turned back to dark
He saw the light and turned back to dark

Fear in my head filled with pain
And thinking she was dead, I go insane
And searching for the reason I don’t know how
Captive in this season but I live now but I live now.

Yes I saw the light and turned back to dark
I saw the light and turned back to dark
I saw the light and I turned back to dark
I saw the light and I turned back to dark
I saw the light and I turned back to dark
Yes I saw the light and I turned back to dark

I saw the light and turned back to...

Travel:
I’d like to travel away
You know far away from home
I try to find that way
Although I’m alone
And I feel so clear in my head
I closed the book with friends
And I would be so sad
If there were no sense

And it’s you my friend
I just want to hold
It’s you my dear
Yes I’d like.. yes I, I want to know

And I received that letter
A letter from you
And I for sure feel better
But how are you

It’s you my friend
I just want to hold
It’s you my dear
Yes I’d like..yes I, I want to know

It’s you my friend
I just want to hold
It’s you my dear
Yes I’d like..yes I, I want to know.

Lark:

Do you know why we can drink pure water
And others must drink the dirt
And do you know why we grow older and older
And others must die at first
When I feel well I feel their fears the most
When I’m in the light while they’re in the dark
And do you know why we have so much food
And others must kill for bread
And do you know why we can always choose, what we want
And others must choose the death.
When I feel well I feel their fears the most
When I’m in the light while they’re in the dark
When I feel well I feel their fears the most
When I’m in the light while they’re in the dark

And I told you to walk on the cemetery of my
On the cemetery of my friends
so you would realize what’s really inside
And I told you to walk on the cemetery of my
on the cemetery of my friends
so you would realize what’s really inside

Jimmy:
In thousand ways I want to repay
And every single day I put inside out
There was a person there who called Jimmy
Jimmy the boy with the knife in my back and he said
My friend listen

I want to know what I expected to be
And no one could fear what’s invisible to see
Yes I want to know what I expected to be
And no one could fear what’s invisible to see
And he speaks to me

You know me since I was born
Right in the middle of your sane
You were searching for
A culprit to complain about
All the little things that were done too much and bored too long
That were done too much and bored too long
I’m the little voice in your head but
Don’t get me wrong
Neither good nor bad
Yes I’m the clearest song
So if you want to find out the meaning of these words you should ask yourself what

You want to know when you ask what you expected to be
And when no one fear what’s invisible to see.
Yes you want to know what you expected to be
And no one could fear what’s invisible to see
What’s invisible to see

It was the moment on the ground where I could see the world behind
We’re not just a memory and the time is not passing by ‘cause it doesn’t exist anymore
We’re not just a memory and the time is not passing by ‘cause it doesn’t exist anymore
And the author said..
I want to know what I expected to be
And no one could fear what’s invisible to see
Yes I want to know what I expected to be
And no one could fear what’s invisible to see
And I want to know what I expected to be
And no, no one could fear what’s invisible to see
And I want to know what I expected to be
And no, no one could fear what’s invisible to see

Stumble around:
Stories are told things getting boring
We stay together in our minds
I remember what you’ve got
You got that hair I’d like to wear and
There’s a need of enjoying
To keep all the rights and all the wrongs
Though I’m jealous ‘cause you found
The road where I want to be

So I go around to know
What you’re looking for
While I’m stumbling around, while I‘m stumbling around
Try to follow

You’ve got to know that I’m on your
Way to find your footprint
In the puddle
Where your face is reflecting I’m the head on your neck
I’m the meat on your bone
I’m the soul of your own
I’m the knick knack noise when your mind will be gone
And you want to hide
Yes you want to hide

So I go around too know
What you’re looking for
While I’m stumbling around, while I‘m stumbling around

I know you:
You’re on the road
And probably I’ve got to know that
That you’re on my way home
Though I couldn’t see you
Yes I open up my mind
To find what meant to be
I travel for a while
Not this world but you can see

When you fade away yes you want to know
Where your mind will go
Be sure that I’m with you
‘cause I know your smile
And I know your crying.

Do you get hit by that crown
That makes you
What to talk about
For you it’s like emptiness in a broken glass
You know full of nothing

When you fade away yes you want to know
Where your mind will go
And be sure that I’m with you
‘cause I know your smile
And I know your crying.

Perfect mirror:
I wish I could prepare something with my own two hands and nothing else
but when I look at you, you don’t deserve that knack
Listen I found a fault in that perfect house you’ve built it
In thousand years you couldn’t imagine what I’m talking about
The perfect line the perfect grout
Yes you boy you know what you’re talking about
You look in the mirror and your hair seems to be perfect

And it’s not my mirror you look into you know
It’s not my mirror you look into you know
It’s yours, It’s yours
You know
That it’s not my mirror you look into
You know.

Till I realize:
I want to wake up next to you
Want to say good morning lady how´re you doing
I’ve been hiding in the storm

Yes I would travel around the world to find you girl
Till I realize that you’re nearby my side when time is right
Till I realize that you’re nearby my side when time is right

You should be cute maybe five foot four
When I come back from work open the door
Yes I think of where we’ll be
I think of where we’ll be
Maybe in a house in front of trees

And I would travel around the world to find you girl
Till I realize that you’re nearby my side when time is right
Till I realize that you’re nearby my side when time is right

I want wake up next to you
Want to say good morning lady how you doing
I’ve been hiding in the storm
Yes I would travel around the world to find you girl
Till I realize that you’re nearby my side
I would travel around the world to find you girl
Till I realize that you’re nearby my side when time is right
Realize that you’re nearby my side when time is right

The other one:
I got my lips I got my lips set on you
And I sure can and I sure can do it all
If you let me be the one
I was first and the others know
That I would leave that train for sure
Would you let me go when I’m done.

And I’d like to be the other one sometimes
So I could hide if I want to
I’d like to be the other one sometimes
So I could hide if I want to
I’m in the world made by the other folks
Without fairy tales
Don’t you want to know why I’m gone.

And I’d like to be the other one sometimes
So I could hide if I want to
I’d like to be the other one sometimes
So I could hide if I want to
If I want to, if I want to
If I want to, if I want to
And I’d like to be the other one sometimes
So I could hide if I want to
I’d like to be the other one sometimes
So I could hide if I want to

Too young:
You gave me a cause at midnight
When I might fall I’d fall too young
I’d fall too young, I’d fall too young
Too young
You can’t open your heart till I open mine
And to be in one part doesn’t mean to live part time
To live part time, to live part time
Too young
And you catch me right as a child in the sand
And you turned on the light when all light was gone
When all light was gone, when all light was gone
Too young

